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	Schema matching is the task of providing correspondences between concepts describing the

	meaning of data in various heterogeneous, distributed data sources. Schema matching is one of the

	basic operations required by the process of data and schema integration, and thus has great effect on

	its outcomes. Schema matching research has been going on for more than 25 years now. The main

	objective of schema matchers is to provide correspondences that will be effective fromthe user’s point

	of view, yet computationally efficient.Over the years, a realization has emerged that schema matchers

	are inherently uncertain. A matcher may consider several possible correspondences as possible, and

	when it needs to choose, it may choose wrong. A prime reason for the uncertainty of the matching

	process is the enormous ambiguity and heterogeneity of data description concepts: It is unrealistic to

	expect a single matcher to identify the correct mapping for any possible concept in a set. Since 2003,

	work on the uncertainty in schema matching has picked up (along with research on uncertainty in

	other areas of data management).
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Professional Outlook 2007 Programming (Programmer to Programmer)John Wiley & Sons, 2007
Professional Outlook 2007 Programming
   Written by one of the most popular and knowledgeable Microsoft Outlook MVPs, this book emphasizes the many new and exciting Outlook 2007 programming features. Ken Slovak shows you all you need to know to develop everything from Outlook custom forms and personal productivity macros to...
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Never Be Lied to Again: How to Get the Truth In 5 Minutes Or Less In Any Conversation Or SituationSt Martin Press, 1998

	How many times have you been manipulated or taken advantage of by someone's lies? Are you tired of being deceived, tricked, and fooled? Finally, renowned behaviorist David J. Lieberman shows you how to stop the lies and uncover the truth-- in any conversation or situation. In a simple, user-friendly format, Dr. Lieberman gives...
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Mysterious Creatures: A Guide to Cryptozoology, 2 Volume SetABC Clio, 2002
From Bigfoot and the bonobo to the Central Asian wildman and winged humanoid, this volume presents over 1000 A-to-Z entries on every reported cryptid - i.e. legendary animal unknown to science - from around the world. Each entry traces the history of sightings and known habitats, including details such as: popular name; distribution; etymology;...
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Rosen and Barkin's 5-Minute Emergency Medicine ConsultLippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2006
This best-selling emergency department reference is now in its thoroughly updated Third Edition. The foremost authorities provide practical information on over 600 clinical problems in a fast-access two-page outlineformat that's perfect for on-the-spot consultation. Coverage of each disorder includes clinical presentation, pre-hospital, diagnosis,...
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Serious Performance Consulting According to RummlerISPI, 2004
Praise for Serious Performance Consulting According to Rummler    

    

    "Before there was 'lean,' before there was TQM, before there was knowledge management, and before there were any one-minute cures, there was Geary Rummler preaching and practicing performance technology. With Serious...
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Understanding and Using Advanced Statistics: A Practical Guide for StudentsSage Publications, 2006
Foster and colleagues provide basic understanding and knowledge of some statistical procedures being increasingly used in numerous diverse real-life situations; this volume particularly addresses problems in the social sciences...This is an interesting book with complex statistical procedures in a simple, easy-to-understand style. It should appeal...
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